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About this

Certificate

A Certificate designed
by Professionals
for Professionals
This certificate was tailored for data scientists
and more broadly for all those—computer
scientists, mathematicians or others—who
wish to gain expertise for a career in Data, a
field with a great demand for experienced
practitioners.
We have gathered the finest experts in the
industry. This is a program designed and
delivered by professionals for professionals.
I’m looking forward to having you on board
with this program.

Dr Kaouther Boussema
PROGRAM DIRECTOR

Kaouther Boussema
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Your Job

Outlook
With this certificate in hand, and an increased set of skills, you
will be in a position to bring added value to your company
and use your expertise in real time massive data processing
projects.

Keep your skills fresh
and raise your proficiency bar

Learn from Home

A Certificate

aimed at…
A certificate mainly aimed at Information System Architects,

This certificate is designed for acquiring sophisticated and
advanced training in Big Data, AI, Data Science, without leaving
your day job.

Traditional Database Administrators, Data Scientists, Software
developers and designers.

This program will prepare you to become
an effective Data practitioner, adding high
value to your company by solving complex
problems with data.

An impressive online education platform
This platform is a One Stop Shop gathering: content (videos/
videoconferences…),

development

planning, announcements, progress…

environments,

forums,
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Training

Process

8 Week
Program
Student
Project
This certificate is intended to be rooted
in practice. The student project is a
cornerstone of the training.

Course
Modules

Written
Exam

Three content-rich modules

The curriculum is validated

led by renowned professors

by a written exam.

and professionals.

5 Easy
Steps

Evaluation
Test
This is to assess your level and make sure
you have the basics to follow the course.

Obtaining your
Certificate
Project defense after the last step.
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Training

Content
Big Data Architecture by Dario Colazzo

The course will present systems for distributing
file storage, like HDFS, and data processing, with
a particular emphasis on orchestration techniques
provided by Yarn and Kuberneetes.
Concerning data processing, the course will present
main principles behind the MapReduce paradigm,
and its adoption in other systems like Hive and Spark,
by giving students the possibility of designing and
implementing algorithms in these frameworks.
Technical environment: cloud resources, notebooks,
Hadoop, Hive, Spark, Python.

Training
Objectives
σ To grasp the specificities, complexity
and challenges of storing and processing
massive data.
σ To be able to suggest and audit Big Data
architecture, in the cloud or on site.
σ To be able to recommend evolution axes
for existing architecture.
σ To understand the fundamental concepts
of non-classical DBMS.

No SQL & New SQL by Khalid Belhajjame

σ Learn to manipulate and query unstructured
data with No SQL or New SQL.

The database management system landscape
has broadened to include SQL, NoSQL, and more
recently NewSQL.
This module aims to introduce students to the
fundamental aspects of the different types of
databases.
We will also examine some of the systems, in
particular MongoDB and Neo4J, in detail in the
context of lab assignments.
Key-value stores.
Document stores
Graph databases
Technical environment: Neo4J + MongoDB
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Training

Content
Cloud Big Data by Faouz El Fassi

After an introduction on the evolution of Cloud
technologies with a ROI approach (in-house versus
managed solutions), you will discover the job of
the data engineer, with the goal of learning how to
build an end-to-end pipeline, from the automatic
provisioning of a Spark cluster running a classification
algorithm to the publication of the results in a cloud
storage.
Technical environment: Amazon Web Services
ecosystem (EC2 for the server, S3 for the storage,
EMR for Apache Spark), Python.

Big Data Project by Khalid Belhajjame

This is a capstone project module designed to allow
students to practice what you learn and apply news
skills in a safe environment. Big Data Project will help
you to
gain experience in a flexible, non-pressure
environment with ample time to learn
Work within the most up-to-date application
environments, without making mistakes
Expand and reinforce new skills you’ve developed,
focusing on specific areas where needed

All the modules of this program

Gain confidence that will empower you to complete

are taught by Dauphine faculty

future work in a live environment.

members. This online program
combines Dauphine’s rigorous,
high-quality curricula with a
hands-on learning approach.

Instructors
Dario Colazzo
Professor Computer Science
Université Paris-Dauphine
LAMSADE LABORATORY

Director of the Executive Master in Artificial Intelligence
and Data Science at Paris Dauphine—DEP department, PSL
and, since 2016, Adjunct Professor (part-time) at École
Polytechnique.

We have gathered
the finest experts
in the industry.

My research and teaching activities are in the context of
efficient processing of massive semi-structured datasets,
mainly relying on shared-nothing parallelism and distribution
(Hadoop, Spark, Flink, …) I am particularly interested in formal
aspects and applications of static analysis techniques for
processing massive graph and JSON data.

In addition to their renowned expertise, these

Khalid Belhajjame

professors and program speakers provide the
added benefit of their considerable experience

Lecturer

from daily practice in companies or research

Université Paris-Dauphine

laboratories.

LAMSADE LABORATORY

I’m a member of the LAMSADE research lab. My research
interests lie in the areas of information and knowledge
management particularly in the areas of pay-as-you data
integration, e-Science, scientific workflow management,

Your Guest Experts

provenance tracking and exploitation, and semantic
web services. I have been an active member of the W3C
Provenance working group, the NSF funded DataONE
working group on scientific workflows and provenance,

Mehdi Ben Aïssa

and more recently the Research Object for Scholarly

Head of Data at Crédit Agricole CIB

Communication Community Group. I am also co-leading the
provenance benchmarking activity ProvBench, which seeks
to produce a family of benchmarks for testing provenance
proposals.

Genoveva Vargas-Solar
Senior Scientist at Laboratory of Informatics on Images and Information Systems (LIRIS)

Faouz El Fassi
Head of Data at Yousign
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Meet Your
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The

Timeline

8-Week Program
Courses have been grouped on weekends, on Fridays and

 60 hours of courses and tutorials (3 to 4-hour sessions)

Saturdays, in order to allow you to balance your professional

■ 10 hours of practical work (3 to 4-hour sessions)

life with these challenging courses.

 1 hour for the defense.

Week

20

21

22

23

24

Mod #1

21
May

28 & 29
May

4&5
June

11
June

18 & 19
June

Mod #2

21 & 22
May

28
May

4
June

11 & 12
June

Mod #3

22
May

29
May

5
June

12
June

Project

Exam

25

26

27

3
July

8
July

19
June
18
June

25 & 26
June
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Admission Requirements

Candidates must validate the technical
evaluation test given in the registration procedure. Those who have passed the following 3 modules are automatically admitted:
Python programming
Classical Database Management Systems (DBMS)

Development environments &
frameworks: Linux (script shell),
Docker, Hadoop and Spark

Nice to Have

A sound knowledge of the following
topics is desirable:
Advanced
Python programming
Python programming
SQL programming
Classical Database Management Systems (DBMS)

Certificate Price: TND 4,900

TND

For people residing in Tunisia

Certificate Price: €3,200

€

For people residing abroad

Development environments
and frameworks: Linux
(script shell), Docker, Hadoop
and Spark
Java programming
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Refresher

Course

For those lacking a strong grasp of the prerequisite topics,
we have designed a refresher course with our partner Tekouin.

Duration

Hourly
volume

2 months

40 H

Advanced Python Programming

1 month

20 H

SQL Programming

1 month

20 H

Classical Database Management Systems (DBMS)

1 month

20 H

Development Environments and Frameworks:
Linux (script shell), Docker, Hadoop and Spark

2 months

40 H

Java Programming

2 months

40 H

Module

Python Programming
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These upgrade modules are available as asynchronous online courses with tutor support.
Computer courses are made of self-correcting exercises (that allow you to progress at your own pace).

“

I took a Python course with the Tekouin
platform.
It was nice to be able to progress at my
own pace and when I wanted to. The
great number of exercises allows one
to master the basic concepts. Some of
the exercises pushed me to my limits
and were intellectually stimulating. This

Antoine Jaillet
Student in Master 1 SIREN
Dauphine Tunis

TND 800 per module

TND

For people residing in Tunisia

€800 per module

€

For people residing abroad

learning format is therefore very interesting as it allows us to combine flexibility
and demand!

”

This certificate is part of a series
of 3 online certificates.
Also available:
Data Processing
Data Streaming

Give your career a boost
by sending your application
right away:
online-education@dauphine.tn
Tel. [+216] 71 957 857
www.tunis.dauphine.fr/

